NEW PRODUCT!

**STYKFIT™ 7**

Premium, high-torque fasteners

We’ve combined security & productivity.

STYKFIT™ 7 drastically improves productivity. Never drop another screw. The driver bit and fastener “stick-fit”. They fit tightly enough to support the weight of an assembly item eliminating the need for clamping. You've never had security this fast.

1. **Secure/Tamper-proof**
   Unique 7-fin profile and center rejection pin.

2. **Holds fasteners tightly enough to bear weight**
   Driver bit holds more than the fastener. Tapered driver bit indexes tightly enabling screw to bear the weight of the piece being assembled.

3. **Fast assembly time**
   Fast indexing – even while driver bit is rotating; no fumbling, dropping, or re-attaching the fastener to the bit.

4. **Non-magnetic**
   Hold fastener without need for magnetic driver bits or sliding sleeves (works with stainless and coated fasteners).

5. **Extreme torque threshold**
   Higher torque allows for more security.

6. **Brykote™ Protective Coating**
   Up to 700 hours of extra corrosion protection. Available in colors.

7. **Guaranteed**
   More secure and faster assembly guaranteed - wait until you see how efficient you can be.

For a **STYKFIT™ 7** sample or pricing, call us or visit online.

Patented 7-fin profile with tapered keyway and center rejection pin.

Fits tightly enough to hold weight, aids in assembly.

Currently available in:
- Self-drilling
- Concrete
- 410 hardened stainless and coated

Made in USA
Engineered and crafted 100% in the USA